Maths

Literacy


Sharing stories about



Language

Becoming familiar with
numbers to 10

starting school

Communication and


Focus upon listening to



Writing our names



Counting songs



Labelling a picture and



Recognising 2D shapes



Describing ourselves

and patterns



Talking about where we

writing a caption about

each other’s ideas

ourselves and our families



Number formation



Copying words



Measuring lengths



Writing words with initial



Our favourite fruit

ask a visitor about their

survey

job

sounds


live


Composing questions to

Introducing and recapping
Phase 2 letters and sounds

RE

Understanding the World


How to use the iPad and
taking photos



Using the SMART board



Where do I live? What is in my
local area? How do I get to
school? How have I changed?



Career Day (WOW)



Diwali celebration

PSE


Learning our friend’s names



Using our manners



Sharing and taking turns



Introducing our Christian
Values



Are rules important?

EYFS Autumn 1



SEAL- New beginnings

All about me



I am Special



Harvest



The Creation Story

Physical Development


How do we hold a
pencil?

Expressive Art and Design



Cutting skills





Taking off shoes and
socks



Washing our hands



Getting changed into

and paint


Exploring the space



Music and movement



Dance

Collaging a picture of our
family



our PE kits


Self-portraits using pencil

Naming and sorting
musical instruments



Printing with fruits and
vegetables

Literacy


Sharing stories about ‘space’
(Aliens love underpants,
Whatever Next!)



Writing our names



Introducing finger spaces,
capital letters and full
stops



Writing lists, WANTED posters,
captions



Instructions for baking

Maths


Communication and

Becoming familiar with

Language

numbers to 12



Recognising 2D,3D shapes



How to speak clearly

and patterns



Positional lang- Elf on the

Retelling a space story



Giving and following

shelf (WOW)


Heavier/lighter-balances



Using addition and
subtraction



One more and one less,

instructions


find things out


Using STAR words to
describe

space rocket blast off

‘asteroid rock cakes’

Composing questions to

Understanding the World


RE

Sharing new apps on the iPad
(2CAS)



Who is Tim Peake?



Names of the planets



Changing materials WOWchocolate buttons



WOW- Tasting space food



Baking rock cakes

PSE



Remembrance

Space



Special People



Jesus as a special

Physical Development


How do we use a pencil



Cutting skills



Getting changed into



Gymnastics



Multi skills

Values- What should happen to



Partner work

people who steal? (Aliens love



How do our bodies



Sharing and taking turns



Demonstrating our Christian

change after exercise?

underpants)
Remembrance Day



Christmas

Expressive Art and Design


our PE kits
Exploring the space

Using our manners

person

with control?







EYFS Autumn 2



Christmas dances

Designing a pair of
underpants



Junk modelling space
ships



Using musical instruments



Songs and dances for
Christmas



Design a vehicle for Santa

Literacy


Sharing stories about
superheroes (Charlie’s
superhero underpants,
Super-tato)



Using learning ladders to
support writing



Poetry, non-fiction
captions, Retelling with
puppets



Drama: teacher in role, hot
seating,Superhero Day(WOW)

Maths




Becoming familiar with


Recognising 2D,3D shapes

Using new project words



and patterns

Sharing ideas in a group



Taking turns in

Measuring capacity- a

subtraction


Number doubles to 5



Finding half a shape,

EYFS Spring 1
Who is the best

ipad to support maths
Using links school website



Investigating things that

superhero?

fly – living things


Real life superheroes –



Chinese New Year

PSE


Using our manners



Sharing and taking turns



Masizani partnership



Being a good friend



How can I help look after
the environment?



Using STAR words to
describe superheroes



Superhero mottos

RE


Epiphany



Stories Jesus heard



The Bible



SEAL- Getting on and
falling out

A superhero’s healthy
lunch box/diet



Cutting skills



Getting changed into



Giving and following
instructions, retelling

Physical Development

Emergency services to visit




number

Interacting with software on



conversation

Using addition and

Understanding the World


Language

numbers to 20

drink for Spiderman


Communication and

Expressive Art and Design


Line drawings of

our PE kits

superheroes, adding oil

How do our bodies

pastel

change after exercise?



Designing superhero logos



Tagging games



Making models with



Bats & balls



Why is exercise good for



Superhero puppets

us?



Charanga

recyclable materials

Literacy


Project launch finding a dino egg

Maths


(WOW)- composing questions


Sharing texts about dinosaurs (Tom
& the island of the dinos, Digging
with dinos, How to grow a dinosaur)



Introducing conjunctions



Diary writing, alphabetical order,
character descriptions through

numbers to 20


Recognising and
describing2D,3D shapes



Repeating patterns



Measuring time



Addition and
subtraction word probs

Drama

Communication and

Becoming familiar with



Labels and captions



Number doubles



What am I? riddles



Counting in 2’s 10’s



World Book Day



Beebots

Language


Using new project words



Joining in with rhymes



Speaking in role



Giving and following
instructions



Asking questions



Using STAR words to
describe dinosaurs

RE

Understanding the World


Using the iPad to film drama



Using ICT links on learning

EYFS Spring 2
The Land Before

platform


Time - Walking

What was life like when

with Dinosaurs

dinosaurs lived? (senses)


Similarities and differences



Floating and sinking
investigation



Warrington Museum dinos

PSE


Using our manners



Sharing and taking turns



Demonstrating our Christian
Values and British Values – St
George’s Day



How are we different?



Stories Jesus told



The Easter Story



SEAL



How do I feel about what
happened to Jesus?

Physical Development


How can we stay
healthy?



Ball skills and games



Handball



Gymnsatics



How do our bodies
change after exercise?



Expressive Art and Design


skeletons



Clay prints, fossils



Dinosaur drama



Sound scapes with
instruments- Charanga

Why is exercise good for
us?

Collaged dinosaur



Moving like dinosaurs



Making Easter baskets

Literacy


Sharing traditional tales with
a focus on Jack and the
Beanstalk



Character descriptions



Writing instructions for growing

Maths


20 and beyond


Decribing properties of
shapes



Solving measure
problems

seeds


Recount of school visit



Calculating + -



WANTED poster for the giant





Newspaper reports

Presenting data about



Retelling other traditional tales

our fav trad tales


Communication and

Working with numbers to

Doubling & halving

Language


Using new project words



Sharing home learning



Giving and following
instructions



Retelling Talk for Write



Using STAR words to
describe



visit questions

Understanding the World


Making music on the ipad



Home learning growing seeds

EYFS Summer 1

(WOW)


Lifecycle of plants



Where does our food come from?

How does your
garden grow?

Asking and answering

RE


Stories Jesus told



Special places



The Church visit WOW

Trip to Stockley Farm WOW


Recycling



Should we get all our food from
the supermarket?

Physical Development


How do we keep fit?



How do our bodies



Make a healthy fruit salad- WOW



Ramadan



Mr Dodd to talk about his



Sports Day

allotment



Obstacle & races



Parachute games



Scatterball



PSE

change after exercise?



Christian Values



Healthy foods



Sharing and taking turns



Measuring using



Masizani garden and St
Philips garden



SEAL Going for Goals

our bodies


Fruit kebabs

Expressive Art and Design


Recyclable art (baskets
and bags)



Collage pictures using
recycled materials



Junk modelling



Musical compositions to
accompany story



Paintings of trad tales
characters

Literacy


Sharing stories about
Queens and England, WOW-teacher



in role


Character descriptions



Newspaper reports



Non-fiction writing about England



Poetry about different countries in
the Olympics



Shape poems linked to Olympic
sports

20 and beyond



Using new project words

Looking for shapes in



Giving and following



Solving measure

instructions


problems


Calculating + -



Odd and even numbers



Counting in 2’s 5’s 10’s

Using STAR words to
describe



Asking and answering
questions



Sharing knowledge with
new children



Understanding the World


Google Earth on the iPad



Finding World Cup countries

Drama in role as royals

EYFS Summer 2
Rise and Shine!

RE


Special times

Where in the world is



Prayer

Russia?



Different cultures

on a globe


Language

Working with numbers to

the environments

and London


Communication and

Maths

Physical Development



Famous English landmarks



The Royal Family



Daily exercise tasks



Flags and meanings



Keeping an exercise



Masizani Day



Eid

PSE


Christian and British Values



Sharing and taking turns



How could we help those
less fortunate?



SEAL Changes

Diary

Expressive Art and Design


Printing images of the



Using sports equipment



Healthy foods



Football



OAA



Textiles- flag bunting



Athletics



Charanga



Singing the National

Queen in style of Andy
Warhol

Anthem

